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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH

f\NN COX, SUSAN KELLER
Sl,SAN SMITH,

-,11!'!1 f\

~l~intiffs-Appellants,

vs.

Appeal No. 19357

nRRIN G. HATCH, UNION MEMBERS
HJR HATCH COMMITTEE, FRIENDS
pnp ORRIN HATCH COMMITTEE,
HATCH F:LECTION COMMITTF.E,
''iJCHAEL LEAVITT and JOHN DOES
J-X,
Defendants-Respondents.

ANSWERING BRIEF OF RESPONDENTS

NATURE OF THE CASE
The appellants, Cox, Keller and Smith, commenced this
action in the district court for Salt Lake County, Utah on
Novemher 12, 1982, seeking special, general and exemplary
~amages

against the respondents for claimed violation of Utah's

Alluse nf Personal Identity Act,
defamation.!/

Appellants'

for invasion of privacy, and

amended complaint contended that such

Only Orrin G. Hatch and Michael Leavitt were served by appellants with
process and, thus, are the only respondents that have entered an appearance
Jnd are before the Court.

damages arose out of an allegedly improper usP hy rPspondents,
during Utah's 1982 United States senatorial campaign, nf a photograph of Senator Hatch talking with the three appellants in "
campaign flyer circulated hy the Hatch election forces.
reduced copy of the political flyer,
Hatch Lahor Letter"

is set forth

A

entitled "Senator Orrin

in the appendix to this RriAf

ils

Attachment 1.
DISPOSITION OF CASE IN LOWER COURT
Respondents filed motinns tn dismiss and for summary
judgment under Rules 12(h) (6)

and 56, U.R.Civ.P., urging that

under the free speech provision of the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and for other reasons, the amended complaint
failed to statA a claim, as a matter of law, upon which relief
could be granted.

(R.

23, 24, S2-82)

Upon consideration of

memoranda and oral argument, District Judge Hanson entered an
order granting defendants'

motions and dismissing plaintiffs'

amended complaint with prejudice on the basis that the puhlication of the questioned photograph in the political flyer was
constitutionally protected under the First Amendment.
101-102)

(R.

84-86,

.!:/

~/ The district court, in its memorandum decision and order of dismissal,
found it unnecessary to reach defendants' motions to dismiss on the nonconstitutional grounds that plaintiffs' amended complaint failed, in law,
to state a cause of action.

2

RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
AppPllants, Cox, Keller and Smith seek reversal of the
,

r,

r1111:-'

1rt

1·ourt order of April 19, 1983, dismissing their amended

l ,"\int.

ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
i.

Was the publication by respondents of the photograph, picturing Senator Hatch conversing with
the three unidentified appellants in a political
flyer during a senatorial election campaign,
constitutionally protected free speech under the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution
against appellants'

2.

claims herein?

Even aside from the First Amendment question, does
appellants'

amended complaint state a claim, in

law, under the Utah Abuse of Personal Identity Act,
or for invasion of privacy, or for defamation upon
which relief could be granted?
STATEMENT OF FACTS AND CASE
Appellants'

Statement of Facts, as far as it goes,

JPnPrally is unobjectionable.2/

However,

the Statement is so

rncrnnplete and the balance of the Brief so convoluted that it is

'.

~, However, the statement in appellants' Brief at p.3 that the particular
~ r,(Jtograph in the political advertisement "implied that appellants approved
enOorse<l the reelection of respondent Hatch", is nothing more than
df'!pellants' personal opinion and is not a fact established by the record.

3

difficult to determine wherein the appellants claim the district
court erred.

Thus, pursuant to Pule 75(p)(2) U.P.Civ.P.,

dents will set forth their own facts nf the matter, what
amended complaint alleged, anci what
1.

responthP

the district rourt dPtc-rminc,,

The Hatch Political Flyer.
In 1982,. t:he political office of ll. S. Senator fnr Utah

was before the electorate.
for reelection.

The incumbent, Orrin G. Hatch,

sto~

In October, 1982, during the election campaign,

the Hatch organization distributed an eight page political
tabloid, or flyer, entitled "Senator Hatch Labor Letter".

The

flyer included some ten photographs of the Senator talking with
various persons, none of whom, other than Hatch's family, were
identified or known.
The pictures were standard campaign fare -- the Senator
in a hard hat inspecting an industrial facility,
sharing a joke with a worker,

the Senator

the Senator chatting with a young

woman, the Senator looking over the work of three working women
(the appellants), the Senator talking with an older citizen, etc.
See Appendix, Attachment 1.
None of the pictures in the flyer were captioned; their
purpose was to depict the range of the candidate's cares of anrl
interest in the working man and woman.

On page

n,

the flyer

included a reproduction of an article by Senator Hatch in ~
Monday, the Republican National Committee's magazine, entitled

4

"~,1rri;iin1ng

Fr1rltr1r
''"" k1nr_1

1

s

frir a Retter America".

That article set forth the

views nn trade unionism, government regulation of

C'rinditirins, and other labor problems.

The text was

,ntPrspPrsed with two photographs, one of the Senator speaking to
"i

'ilr1<lentified middle-aged laborer and the other of the Senator

pxamining and/or discussing the work of three unidentified women
(appellants).

Neither picture was titled or captioned and neither

harl any direct connection with the article.

The photograph was

not referred to anywhere in the flyer.
2.

The Complaint of Cox, Keller and Smith.
The photograph of Senator Hatch with appellants is the

suhJect of this lawsuit.

Although plaintiffs Cox, Keller and

smith were not identified in any way and there was no indication
that they were Hatch supporters, plaintiffs alleged:
The use of the plaintiffs' photograph • •
was in such a manner as to imply that the
plaintiffs herein approved of or endorsed the
conduct and reelection of the defendant
Hatch.
Amended Complaint, 119 (R. 15).
That conclusion is unfounded.

The most that can be said

nr inferred from the photograph is that the plaintiffs were
speaking with Senator Hatch and one apparently was smiling at
him.

The photograph was a typical, contemporary campaign picture,

's the political flyer was a typical campaign tabloid.
rj~tes

Candi-

routinely are shown in a variety of situations and with a

5

variety of company,

including smilll children, nffirP-holrlers

of the opposite party, miscellanPous citizPns whosp politics µr.
sumably are dive>rse and even il

tPw a political rings ,1nrl hnrsPc.

Although staterl unrler onP count,
asserterl three causPs of action ----

( i)

thP ilrnPnrlerl complaint
ilhuse of personill

tity (based upnn the Utah Abuse of Personal Identity Act,
~~·Utah

privacy and

Code Ann.
(iii)

(SA Repl. Vol.

defamation.

The defenrlants,
plaintiffs'
a.

(R.

1981)),

(ii)

irlen-

45-3-1

invasion nf

13-18).

Hatch and Leavitt, moverl to dismiss

action nn the following grounds:

the entire action was barrerl by the First Amenrlment
to the Uniterl States Constitution;

b.

the elements of iln abuse of

irlentity claim werP not

available;
c.

the elements of a defamation claim were not available;

d.

the elements of a claim for invasion of privacy WPre
not availahle.

3.

(R.

52-82).

Dismissal Order of District Court.
After extensive briefing and oral argume>nt,

court,

the Honorable Timothy R.

the lower

Hanson, dismissed the amenderl

complaint on First Amendment grounds, holrling:
To allow plaintiffs to assert a cause of
action based upon the photograph as it was
presented in this particular situation, would

impose and constitute a "chilling [e]ffect" on
what must he under constitutional principles
the closely guarded right of free speech, and
would severely limit a political candidate's
right to free political expression as constitutionally guaranteed.
A cause of action as plaintiffs attempt
to assert would impinge upon defendants right
of free speech and therefore cannot be constitutionally condoned.
( R.

8 5).

See Attachment 2 for the full text of the trial
court's memorandum decision.
"ince nnly Orrin G.

Hatch and Michael Leavitt, of the five named

dPfendants, were served with process and before the court, judgment was entered as to them and made final, pursuant to Rule
S4(b),

U.R.Civ.P.
ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE AMENDED COMPLAINT SOUGHT RELIEF WHICH
WOULD HAVE IMPERMISSIBLY "CHILLED" FREE SPEECH
UNDER THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND IT WAS PROPERLY
DISMISSED.

l.

The Amended Complaint Raises Respondents'

Federal Constitutional

K1ghts of Free Speech.
Appellants'

attempt to curtail political speech ---

whether they call it abuse of identity,

invasion of privacy or

d.,famation in their amended complaint --- is squarely confronted
'Y the rights to free speech of the respondents guaranteed under
li1P

First Amendment of the United States Constitution.

•'n1endment states in relevant part:

7

The

"Congress shall make no law respecting an
estahlishment of religion,
. or ahridging the frePdom of speech nr of the press;
In the ig25 decision of Gitlow v.
652 (1925), the U. S.

New York, 268 U.S.

Supreme Court incorporated the free speech

provisions of the First Amendment within the guaranteed right.s
under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment hy the
statement that:
For present purposes we may and do assume
that freedom of speech and of the press -which are protected hy the First Amendment
from abridgement hy Congress -- are among
the fundamental personal rights and "liberties"
protected by the due process olause of the
14th Amendment from impairment hy the states.
268 U.S. at 666.
The holding in Gitlow has heen consistently affirmed.
Fiske v. Kansas, 274 U.S.
Arizona, 433 U.S.
2.

380 (1927); Bates v. State Bar of

350 (1977).

Political ldmpa1yn Literature is the Most Protected Form of

Free Speech Under the First Amendment.
The attempt of appellants to apply the Utah Abuse of
Identity Act or any other of their claims to the campaign literature in this case would impose an impermissible "chilling" upon
political expression.
hy the First Amendment.

No form of speech is more strictly guarderl
As stated hy U.S. Supreme Court in

Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265,

8

272 (1971):

[T]he constitutional guarantee has its
fullest and most urgent application precisely to the conduct of campaigns for
public office.
(Emphasis added).
further to the point, the
~u,eri

AS

u. s.

Supreme Court has empha-

"unfettered" the First Amendment right of political

canrl1dates to express their views in the electoral process.

In

Kuckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 52-53 (1976), the Court wrote:
[I]t is of particular importance that
candidates have the unfettered opportunity to make their views known so that
the electorate may intelligently evaluate
the candidates' personal qualities and their
positions on vital public issues before
choosing them on election day.
Mr. Justice
Brandeis' observation that in our country
"public discussion is a political duty"
[citation omitted] applies with special
force to candidates for public office.
In the 1980 case of CBS, Inc. v.
ID.\.

FCC, 629 F.2d 1, 24

rir. 1980), aff'd, 453 U.S. 367 (1981), the District of

C\llumbia Circuit held:
The public's right to be informed is nowhere
stronger than in the area of elections. And,
no speech is more protected than political
speech.
Political speech is entitled to a higher degree of protPction than is commercial speech.

See,

~·

Virginia State Bd.

of Pharm. v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S.
74d, 778-780 (1976)

(Stewart, J. concurring); SEC v. Wall Street

''_rdnscript Corp., 422 F. 2d 1371, 1379-1381 ( 2d Cir. 1970), cert.
''Pnied, 398 U.S. 958 (1970).

Lamar Outdoor Advertising, Inc.

9

v. Mississippi State Tax Comm'n., 701 F.2rl 314,

319 (Sth Cir.

1983), reh. en bane ordererl, 701 F.2rl 33S (5th Cir.

1983).

Restraints which permissihly mily he imposPrl ''" cnmm0rcial or other non-political ilOVPrtising

(such

il~

an ilhusp of

irlentity statute) may not he irnposerl upon political campaign
literature.

See, ~· Virginia State Bd. of Pharm v. Virginia

Citizens Consumer Council,

Inc.,

supra at 778 n.3 (noting that

restrictions upon labor practices "would clearly violate First
Amendment guarantees if applierl to political expression concerning the election of candidates to public office"): SEC v. Wall
Street Transcript Corp., supra at 1379 (rejecting the "assumptior
that the activities involverl

in giving commercial

investment

advice are entitled to the identical constitutional protection
provided for certain forms of social, political or religious
expression").
Abuse of irlentity legislation is intenrled primarily for
application to commercial advertising.

This is an area of

expression which is given much lighter protection than political
speech.

Indeed, as recently as 1968, the District of Columbia

Circuit statecl:
Promoting the sale of a prorluct is not ordinarily associated with any of the interests
the First Amendment seeks to protect.
As il
rule, it does not affect the political process, does not contribute to the exchange of
ideas, (etc.]
It is rather a form of
merchandising subject to limitation for public
purposes like other business practicPs.

10

llnnzhaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082, 1101-1102 (D.C.
Cir. 1968), cert. denied sub nom Tobacco Inst.,
Inc. v. FCC,~ U~2---il9fi9}.
Although the United States Supreme Court since has
,-,_Jc' tyc1

,,t

r he

the notion that commercial speech "lacks all protection"

First Amenclment,

~·

Central Hudson Gas

&

Elec. Corp.

,, , p u r' 1 i c Ser v • Comm ' n ., 4 4 4 U • S • 5 5 7 , 5 6 1 ( 198 0 ) , it st i 11 i s
clear that it is much less protected than its political counter-

J.

Appellants'

Position is a Dangerous Threat to First Amendment

Appellants do not dispute the protected nature of political speech.

Indeecl,

it is not even clear whether they dispute

Jurl<Je Hanson's holding that their claims would impermissibly
chill protected speech.

Rather, appellants insist,

in Point I

nf their Argument:
• THE USE OF APPELLANTS' PHOTOGRAPH
IS NOT CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECTED SPEECH
OR EXPRESSION.
Appellants' Br. at 4.

rhus, appellants claim that use of the questioned photograph in
rPspnnclents'

political flyer simply is outside the reach of the

tirst Amendment.

This neat trick is accomplished by appellants

SPtting themselves up as the arbiters of what is or what is not

,-,,-.J

1t

ical speech, or at least of what is or is not "worthy" poli-

'l<Al speech by the candidate.
The misuse of their [appellants'] photograph
in respondents['] campaign aclvertising is not

11

part of any political discussion on "vital
political issues".
Such protection would be
given to Orrin Hatch making statements as to
his opponent's political beliefs and policies;
no such protection should be given to Orrin
Hatch publically [sic] and falsely sayTnC"]that
he is endorsed by three ordinary members nf the
public, the plaintifts in this action.
The
respondents' conduct in falsely implying
endorsement of Orrin Hatch by the plaintiffs
is not entitled to any constitutional privilege.
Appellants' Br. at 12.
(Emphasis added).
Appellants cite no authority at all for this alarming doctrine
that "worthy" political speech is protected while "unworthy"
speech is not.ii

Apparently, appellants argue that speech which

they happen to dislike is truly "vital" or "worthy" public
Appellants fail to recognize that the "First Amend-

discussion.

ment is not limited to ideas, statements, or positions which are
accepted" and its "standards are not adjusted to a particular
type of publication or particular subject matter."

Pring v.

Penthouse, Ltd., 695 F.2d 438, 443 (10th Cir. 1982) petition for
cert. filed,

51 U.S.L.W.

3738 (April 3, 1983)

(No. 82-1621).

!/ Appellants' presumption in determining whose speech is or is not worthy
is exceeded by their earlier presumption in determining whose vote is or is

not worthy.

Apparently, votes for Senator Hatch were not worthy.

lants contended before the trial court:

.•• only 60% of the people in Utah voted for

Orrin Hatch ...

It is fallacious to contend that elections

or public decisions in campaigns and elections
are synonymous with actions of that ideal
"reasonable person" that the law envisions.

A political majority swayed and coaxed by

slick campaigns and political gimmicks does
not set the law's ideal ''reasonable person''

standard.

(Emphasis added).
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(R. 98-99).

Appel-

Contrary to the potentially dangerous argument of
,, 1.1,,·tlcints,

,,,.1,1

the United States Supreme Court has emphatically

that distinctions hetween worthy and unworthy political

1.r·0rh

cire constitutionally impermissible,

,3 11.S.

15,

23-24

(1971).

Cohen v. California,

Defendant Cohen had heen fined for

listurhing the peace in the Los Angeles County Courthouse by
wPar1ng a

jacket hearing the words "Fuck the Draft".

This hardly

was a serious discussion of the Selective Service or of the
ViPtncirn conflict.

To paraphrase appellants, Cohen was not

"making statements as to [President Johnson's or General
1lershey' s]
~et('nded

political beliefs and policies",

Indeed, the State

the prosecution as restraining, not serious speech, but

merely a "distasteful mode of expression",

Id. at 21.

The U.S. Supreme Court rejected that argument and such
attempted "distinctions", holding:
we cannot sanction the view that the Constitution, while solicitous of the cognitive
content of individual speech [i.e., "serious"
discussion], has little or no regard for
[the] emotive function [e.g., a great deal
of campaign advertising]...
l.9.· at 25.
~ven

if it were merely "emotive", the Hatch flyer was political

'PePch and entitled to the highest constitutional protection.

~/

The Cohen decision is fully consistent with a fundamental rule of
"rst Amendment cases:
content-based prohibitions on speech (of which a
",,h)rthiness" test is the most extreme possible example) are impermissible.
,- "1solidated Edison co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n., 447 u.s. 557, 560 n.3
I IY80); Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S. 546, 556 n.8
I 1Q7S); Waters v. Chaffin, 684 F.2d 833, 837 (5th Cir. 1982).
1
·
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21

4,

Plaintiffs'

Claim,

if Permitted to Stanci, wnuld Chill speec:_t:

Plaintiffs nnwherP dPny that
"chill" speech such as that nf
appear to acknowledge that

the reliPf thPy sePk wnuln

the Hatch flyer;

indeed,

it would have that pffect.

"chilling effect" of plaintiffs'

theory is ohvious.

th0y
The

Tf plain-

tiffs were tn prevail, any photograph of a person puhlished
with out his permission (which,
in writing)

for safety's sake, had het tc•r he

in the most miniscule of social conversation with a

candidate for puhlic office would subject the candidate to a
potential suit for ahuse of personal

identity.

ment necessarily would significantly hurden

Such a requireor "chill" --

political speech hy exposing candidates and their campaign
organizations to the risk of litigation every time they puhlish
an informal photograph.
An impermissible "chilling" of speech occurs when risks
of legal liability
require [those suhject to them] to "steer far
wider of the unlawful zone" [citation omitted]
than if the boundaries of the forbidden areas
were clearly marked,
. hy restricting
their conduct to that which is unquestionahly
safe.
Free speech may not he so inhihited,
Baggett v.

Bullitt,

377 U.S. 360, 372-73 (1964).

The First Amendment will not permit a rule
[which] would invite timidity and selfcensorship and very likely lead to the
suppression of many items that would otherwise
he published and that should be made available
to the public.
Cox Broadcasting Corp. v.

14

Cohn, 420 U.S.

469, 4g6 (lq75',,

Applying the Ahuse of Personal Identity Act or other
r•1rt

rlaim to campaign literature would create a "forbidden zone"

whirh campaign organizations could accommodate only by substant

10J

ly restricting their advertising practices or obtaining pre-

~uhliration

permission from every person shown in every photo-

graph, television commercial, etc., used in the campaign (or in
fund solicitation, partisan newsletters, etc.).

Seeking pre-

publication permission would substantially increase a campaign's
personnel requirements, would require additional photographs (to
cornpPnsate for the possibility that permission might not be obtained
fnr particular photographs), and frequently could compel candidates to pay for publication rights (which, in turn, would make
pnlitical advertising even more expensive than it already is).
Appellants'

proposed claims would make use of photo-

yraphs or film clips of a candidate with large, transient groups
nf people or with persons not affiliated with his party impractical,

if not impossible.

Just how preposterous that requirement

wnuld be is illustrated below by the attached photographs (Attach"""nts 3, 4,

5 and 6) of President Franklin D. Roosevelt with

large, obviously diverse groups and also talking to several individuals in much the same role as Senator Hatch with Cox, Smith
~nd

Keller.

None of the Roosevelt photographs could have been'

uc;ed for political campaign purposes in Utah under appellants'
i,-,terpretation of the First Amendment.
Plaintiffs'

proposed rule would adversely affect every

inrrn of political or public interest advertising.
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Not only

candidates for office, but other yrnups attempting tn influence
the public (of particular policies nr legislation -- ranying
nuclear disarmament prnpnnents to C]lln cnntt-nl

fr~

n[ipnnPnts -- ,1 n, 1

even ''propaganrlists'' nr advncatPs nf various s<icial practicPs

religious persuasions)
appellants'

would tie vulnernhlP tn litigation.

theory of this casP,

abuse of

a~r·

finder

identity litigation

easily could become a convenient device for harrassing politicians, activists, nr even churches one did not like.
The First Amendment demands that such potential inhihition of free speech be nipped

in its incipiency.

In the domain of .
• speech, press or association, the decisions nf this Court recognize
that abridgment of such rights, even though
unintended, may inevitably follow from various
forms of governmental action.
NAACP v. Alabama,

357 U.S.

449, 461

(lq58).

[S]tatutes or ordinances that regulate or
infringe upon the exercise of First Amendment
rights .
. "must survive the most exacting
scrutiny."
[citation omitted].
[Such a law]
is presumptively unconstitutional and
bears the burden of justification.
Rosen v. Port of Portland, 641 F.2d 1243, 1246
(9th Cir. 1981).
POINT II
THE UTAH ABUSE OF PERSONAL IDENTITY
STATUTE HAS NO APPLICATION TO POLITICAL
EXPRESSION UNDER THE FIRST AMENDMENT.
The general case law forbids abuse of identity claims,
whether statutory or otherwise, which restrict protected politira
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r
•J.

c~1tnrial
fornm

-- as distinguished from commercial -- speech.

Cher

International Ltd., 692 F.2d 634, 639 (9th Cir. 1982).
Tn Davis v. Duryea, 99 Misc.2d 933, 417 N.Y.S.2d 624

(~up.

of

r·t. 1979) a candidate's commercial contained a photograph

llavis, identified as a participant in the Attica prison riots

who later had been pardoned, with a promise that, if elected,
candidate Duryea would "'toughen policies on pardons and paroles.'"
117 N.Y.S.2d at 625.

Davis sued under a New York statute, claim-

ing abuse of personal identity.

The New York court dismissed the

action for failure to state a claim on which relief could be
granted, holding:
[T]here is no way that a television commercial
used in a political campaign for governor can
be construed to be a non-privileged advertising or trade use encompassed within the
ambit of proscription by the [abuse of identity
section of the] civil rights Laws.
Id. at 629.
The Davis court also stated:
[T]he constitutional requisites of freedom of
speech •
. become more imperative and
irresistibly compelling when those freedoms
are relevantly exercised during the course of
and as a part of the electoral process. No
activity is more basic to the maintenance of
a democratic society than that which develops
the knowledge, debate, and information
necessary to enable our citizens to best
exercise their electoral franchise, and
thereby facilitate the election of leaders
who will guide and shape the policies and
programs of our institutions • .!.£• at 627.
In Fogel v. Forbes, Inc., 500 F.Supp. 1081 (E.D.Pa.
19BO), an action for abuse of identity brought against a major
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business news magazine, the federal district court, after
dismissing the claim on non-constitutional grounds, stated:
In the event, however, the suhstantive law
. may have been misconstrued in any of our
foregoing analyses,
• since the publication
of the photograph in this case was for the
sole purpose of illustrating a newsworthy
article, the defendants would he entitled to
summar1 judgment on constitutional grounds.
Id. at 1089.
Plaintiffs' claims can neither be squared with Duryea, and Fogel
nor stand in the face of the unwavering U.S. Supreme Court decisions regarding the integrity of political speech under the First
Amendment.
The Application of the Utah Statute.
The Utah Abuse of Personal Identity Act should not reach
beyond business advertising or comparable activities.
reach purely political expression.
consent requirement

It cannot

It is one thing to impose a

which, in effect, means a financial

requirement -- upon commercial advertising.

Such advertising is

relatively unprivileged speech and decisions to advertise commercially are made on a cost-effectiveness basis.

However, the

constitutional guarantee of free speech does not permit a similar
burdening of political advertising.

It likewise is impermissible

to restrict such political speech by calling it an "invasion of
privacy" or "defamation."
Appellants'

claims are irreconcilahle with the Supreme

Court's mandate in Buckley v. Valeo (supra, 424 U.S. at 52-53)
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t11,''i

ti,en

"candidates have the unfettered opportunity" to promote
candidacies.

The remedy for perceived abuse of political

'f"'''''h, wrote Justice Brandeis, is "more speech, not enforced
Whitney v. California, 274 U.S.
Appellants'

357, 377 (1927).

remedy, if they need one, must be speech of

their nwn -- in letters to the editor, or radio and television
inLerviews in which they denounce or disclaim any support of
~pnatnr

Hatch, the candidate.

But they cannot seek recourse

under the Abuse nf Personal Identity Statute without running
aCJrnund the First Amendment.

As the U.S. Supreme Court put it

nluntly in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 281
I 1%4):

The importance to the state and to society of
such discussions is so vast, and the advantages derived are so great, that they more
than counterbalance the inconvenience of private persons whose conduct may be involved,
and occasional injury to the reputations of
individuals must yield to the public welfare,
although at times such injury may be great.
The public benefit from publicity is so great,
and the chance of injury to private character
so small, that such discussion must be privileged.
POINT III
APPELLANTS' CLAIM THAT THEY ARE EXEMPT FROM
FIRST AMENDMENT RESTRICTIONS IS DEVOID OF
SUPPORTING AUTHORITY.
Appellants claim that their photograph, unidentified
cs it was, with Orrin Hatch in the political campaign flyer is
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actionahle under the Utah Ahuse of Identity Act even if that
results in a "chilling" of political speech.
argued in appellants'

Indeed,

it

is

Brief:

The fact that some government restrictions
[the Utah Act] placed upon fret>dom of t>xpression create a "chilling effpct" in the exercise
of these rights is not sufficient to prohihit
this regulation.
Appellants' Br. at 4.
The flaw in appellants'

contention is that it not only lacks any

supporting case precedent, hut the authoritative holdings are
flatly against the proposition.

The attempt to rely at page 4 of

their Brief, upon Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S.
unavailing.

In Younger,

the defendant,

37

(1971),

is quite

indicted in a California

court on charges of criminal syndicalism, sought a federal
injunction arresting the state proceedings on First Amendment
grounds.

The U.S. Supreme Court denied the injunction on proce-

dural grounds, holding that the place to address the constitutional questions was a direct defense to the state indictment.
The Court,

in Younger, did not hegin to address what was or was

not an impermissible "chilling" of free speech.
Younger does contain a statement of no more than

~

dictum that where state regulation has only a minor or incidental
impact upon speech, the regulation may be upheld.

Id. at 51.

However, the Younger dictum does not begin to touch upon the area
of political speech or expression.

If a state regulation pre-

sents even the most minimum risk that political speech will he
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1mpa1rPd, much less jeopardized, the attempted regulation will
uncler the weight of the First Amendment.

iall

Buckley v. Valeo,

State regulation of essentially commercial speech under an
~q,,,,,,

1 hro

of identity act is one thing ---- for example, preventing

use of a photograph of Clint Eastwood to sell cigars or a

movie of Hob Hope's life, without their consent and '1ithout
payiny for the obvious value of their likenesses. Rut it is quite
another matter to apply the Act in the regulation of political
~peech

of a candidate for public office.

The latter is constitu-

tionally proscribed, Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, supra, and the
ohiter dictum in Younger does not begin to suggest otherwise.

It

has no application to the instant case.
United States v. Baranski, 484 F.2d 556 (7th Cir. 1973),
also cited at page 4 of appellants' Brief is as inapplicable as
Younger.

Baranski involved a prosecution of four individuals

who went to a local draft hoard, pulled out filing cabinets and
~oured

animal blood over the files.

They were charged with

willful damage of government property, mutilation and destruction
of records,

interference with the administration of the Selective

Service Act and conspiracy to commit those offenses.

The Seventh

Circuit properly recognized that destroying records (or any other
[lrnperty)

simply is not "speech".
Further, appellants, at page 7 of their Brief, erro-

r1eously attempt to rely on Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665
'1Y72),

in which the U.S. supreme Court addressed the question of
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whether a newspaper rep0rter harl a constitutional right tn refusf'
to reveal his sources in a jurlicial proceeriing.

Rran~burg

ciirl ''"'

involve a restraint nf speech, hut a claim 0f an al1Pgec1 arlvcrc.
secondary impact upon jnurnalism if the repnrter were requirerl
testify.

1

It is of no assistance.
The balance of appellants'

Rrief is an assortment nf

unhelpful citations and irrelevant arguments.

At. page 8 of their

Brief, appellants cite Greer v. Spock, 42ll U.S. 828, 83fi ( 1976),
a case wherein the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a military regulation against political demonstrations and similar activities on
the military reservation at Fort Dix, New Jersey.

Unremarkably,

the Court held that Fort Dix's primary business was to train
soldiers, not to provide a public forum.

However, the Court

emphasized that the regulation did not authorize the military
authorities to prohibit the rlistribution of conventional political campaign literature.

Id. at 834-835.

Further, appellants cite an excerpt from Consolidated
Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, supra, at page 8 of their
Brief.
length.

Appellants would have done well to cite this case at more
In Consolidaterl Edison, the U.S. Supreme Court helrl that

the New York Public Service Commission could not constitutionally
prohibit Consolidaterl Edison from including,

in its monthly bills,

inserts expressing the company's viewpoint on controversial
issues of public policy.

The Court held that:

[A] constitutionally permissible time, place
or manner restriction may not be baserl upon
either the content or subject matter of
speech.
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The First Amendment's hostility to contenthased regulation extends not only to restrict ions on particular viewpoints, but also to
prohibition of public discussion of an entire
topic.
As a general matter, "the First
Amendment means that government has no power
to restrict expression because of its message,
its ideas, its subject matter, or its content."
(citation omitted].
Id. at 537.
The suhject State action is neither a valid
time, place or manner restriction, nor a permissible subject matter regulation, nor a
narrowly drawn prohibition justified by compelling state interest. .!..9_. at 544.
Interestingly, appellants cite Consolidated Edison immediately
after a statement in their Brief that:
[R]espondents apparently determined that Senator
Hatch's views on labor and unions needed to be
progandized in his effort to obtain support
from Utah union members in his bid for reelection.
This decision alone, in the context
of a re-election, does not extend any constitutional right to propagandize Senator Hatch's
views, whenever, however and wherever he or
his campaign staff choose.
Appellant's Br. at 8.
In fact,
'5

the rationale of Consolidated Edison, as well

numerous other cases cited above, indicates emphatically that

Senator Hatch and his campaign staff indeed are entitled - subiect to only the narrowest of limitations -

to "propagandize"

his views "whenever, however, and wherever he or his campaign
staff choose."
Appellants devote page 9 through 12 of their Brief to
tne

curious argument that they are not "public figures" within

c11e

rne;rning of New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254
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(1964), or later cases.
appellants'

This is a rather peculiar addition tn

Rrief, inasmuch as that

issue was neither argued nr

raised by respondents before the district cnurt nor does it havp
any relevance to this appeal.
Appellants are forced to argue that the Utah Abuse of
Identity Act contains
reasonable restrictions as to the time, place
and manner of advertising; those provisions
are permissible restrictions upon free speech
even of a political nature.
Appellants' Br.
at 13.
Appellants cite no authority, whatsoever, for that proposition
and for good reason ----- there is none.

It is clear from the

binding precedent --- Buckley, Consolidated Edison and the others
--- that restrictions upon the time, place and manner of political
speech are profoundly disfavored and that such restrictions may
not be based upon either the content or subject matter of speech.
Consolidated Edison Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, supra at 541.
Finally, the claim of appellants that they merely advocate in this case "restrictions as to time, place and manner" of
political advertising and not advertising itself (Br. at 13) is
Their claim, unveiled in its rea 1

disingenuous and utter nonsense.

form, is that the Hatch campaign was not entitled to publish the
subject photograph in the political flyer at any time, anywhere,
or in any manner.

That restriction is, of course, the gravamen

of the constitutional offense under the First Amendment.
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In sum, the simple fact is that appellants' argument
1111t

they may sue the respondents for the publication of the pho-

r~raph

in the political flyer without squarely infringing

,espnndents'

First Amendment rights of free speech, is without

any authoritative precedent, whatsoever.

Stacked against it is

nearly 50 years of case law of the United States Supreme Court
and other courts.

Acceptance of appellants' position in this

appeal would not only "chill" political speech and expression,
it would strangle it.
The ruling of the trial judge determined that respondents'

First Amendment rights would be in serious jeopardy if the

amended complaint were permitted to stand.

That ruling should be

affirmed.
POINT IV
THE DISTRICT COURT HAD AVAILABLE
TO IT OTHER, ALTERNATIVE
GROUNDS FOR DISMISSAL
l.

The Facts Alleged by the Amended Complaint did not amount

to a Claim upon Which Relief could be Granted under the Abuse
of Personal Identity Act.
The Abuse of Personal Identity Act provides:
The personal identity of an individual is
abused if:
(1)
An advertisement is published in which
the personal identity of that individual is
used in a manner which expresses or implies
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that the individual approves, endorses, has
endorsed, or will endorse the specific suhject
matter of the advertisement; and
(21
Consent has not heen nhtained fnr such
use from the individual ...
UTAH CODE ANN.

~45-3-3

(1981 Repl. Vol.).

The photograph in the Hatch flyer is not actionable
under the statute.
(a)
inference.

~llants'

claim is based upon an unsupportable

The complained-of photograph did not represent that

appellants had endorsed Senator Hatch.

Just as clearly,

not "imply" an approval or endorsement.

it did

An "implication" is a

"necessary deduction from the circumstances, general language or
conduct of the parties."

Farm Bureau Mut.

492 S.W.2d 392, 394 (Mo. App. 1973)

Tns. Co. v. Dryden,

(Emphasis added).

Whether a document is capable of supporting an
actionable inference is a question nf law, which may be disposed
of by summary judgment.
H.O. Merrin

&

Fogel v.

Forbes,

Inc., supra at 1084;

Co. v. A. H. Belo Corp., 228 F. Supp.

(N.D. Tex. 1969).

515, 521

It is particularly appropriate that a claim

based upon an unreasonable inference be summarily dismissed when
it is directed against the exercise of free speech.

Fadell v.

Minneapolis Star and Tribune, 425 F. Supp. 1075, 1085 (N.D.
1976)

(stating that such a suit's "'chilling effect'

Ind.
on

First Amendment rights calls for a judicial attitude more
favorable toward summary judgment"); Meeropol v. Nizer, 381 F.
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'.~ti['[''
1Y7'),

2Y,

:l2 (S.D.N.Y. 1974)' aff'd, 580 F.2d 1061 (2d Cir.

cert. deniec1, 434 U.S.

1013 (1978).

The proper disposition of an inadequate claim for abuse
.dentity is illustrated in Fogel v.

Forbes, Inc., supra, in

which summary judgment was entered in c1efendant's favor.

The

"ction arose from an article in Forbes Magazine concerning Latin
AmPrican investment and consumption in Miami.

It stated that

numerous Latin American tourists bought great quantities of
American goods in Miami and resold them at home for three or four
times the purchase price.

The article included a photograph of

plaintiffs (who were Philadelphians, not Latin Americans), along
with one other person (beside a couple of airline employees)
standing at the Pan American Airways counter at Miami International
Airport with numerous boxes of merchandise and at least one
Spanish-language wrapper in the foreground.
captioned "The Load:

The photograph was

Some Latins buy so much in Miami they've

heen known to rent an extra hotel room just to store their
purchases."

Id. at 1083-84.

(The Forbes photograph of the Fogels

is reproduced at page 1094 of the decision and is annexed hereto
as Attachment 6.

They look at least as much like Latin Americans

with an accumulation of packages as appellants look like
RPpublicans with a GOP candidate.)
The Fogels sued, alleging defamation and appropriation
f

their likenesses in that
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. their appearance
the innuendo that they
the activity described
is, buying merchandise
Latin America.
Id. at

in the photograph creates
are participating in
in the article, that
in Miami for sale in
1085 (Emphasis added).

The Forbes court dismissed both the defamation and appropriation
claims, holding:
The court finds that the picture and the
article are not reasonably capable of conveying the meaning or the innuendo ascribed
by plaintiffs . • •
[I]f the publication
is not in fact libelous, it cannot be made
so by innuendo which puts an unfair and
forced construction on the interpretation
of the communication.
Id. at 1085 (Emphasis added).
[W]e find that the picture and the article
are not reasonably capable of conveying
the meaning •
. ascribed by the plaintiffs
as the basis for their invasion of privacy
claim.
Id. at 1088.
Appellants propose at least as "unfair and forced" a
construction of the Hatch photograph as the Fogels proposed of
the Forbes article.

On that basis alone, the amended complaint

should have been dismissed.
(b)

Appellants'

claim is based upon a mere incidental

use of their photograph, which is not actionable under the Abuse
of Identity Act.

An incidental use of a person's identity--as

distinguished from a claim of endorsement or approval--in advertising or other publications is not actionable as a misappropriation of identity.

Ladany v. William Morrow & Co., 465 F. Supp.
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~70,

780-882 (S.D.N.Y. 1978)

,,1l_yunf

(granting summary judgment); Univer-

Notre Dame v. Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., 15 N.Y.2d

cJrn, 2S9 N.W.S.2d 440, 207 N.E.2d 508 (1965)
1 udgment).

(affirming summary

The Massachusetts Supreme Court held, in Tropeano v.

Atlantic Monthly, Inc,, 400 N.E.2d 847, 850 (Mass 1980):
[T]he crucial distinction •
. must be [drawn]
between situations in which the defendant
makes an incidental use of the plaintiff's
name, portrait or picture and those in which
the defendant uses the plaintiff's name,
portrait or picture deliberately to exploit
its value for advertising or trade purposes.~/
(Emphasis added).
Accord, Namath v. Sports Illustrated, 48 A.D.2d 487, 371 N.Y.2d
10, 11

(1975), aff'd, 39 N.Y.2d 897, 386 N.Y.2d 397, 352 N.E.2d

S84 (1977).

Fogel v. Forbes, supra at 1089; Nelson v. Maine

Times, 373 A. 2d 1221 (Me. 1977).
The complained-of "appropriation"--assuming, arguendo,
that it occurred at all--was as "incidental", if not more so, to
the Hatch advertisement as the Tropeano photograph was to the
Atlantic Monthly article (or as Joe Namath's instantly recognizable photograph and name were to a Sports Illustrated advertisement (Namath v. Sports Illustrated, supra)).

Appellants'

rlaim is as defective as the foregoing actions.

0/

Appellants' claim is very analogous to the claim brought under
:;sacht1setts identity statute (similar to Utah's) and rejected in
:·_,_ol'eano. Ms. Tropeano' s photograph appeared in an article entitled
'' A.fler the Sexual Revolution."
She, like appellants, was not identified
'' the article.
supra at 848.
~'1 u
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The instant action does not come within either the tern,
of the Utah Act or the recognized ctefinitions of appropriation
identity.

rf

The abuse of identity claims are deficient nn statu-

tory as well as constitutional grounds.
2.

The Amended Complaint dict not Allege the Elements of an

Action for Defamation.

An actionable defamation, under Utah law,

is a statement
expressect either by printing or by signs
or pictures •
• tending to blacken the
memory of one who is dead, or to impeach the
honesty, integrity, virtue or reputation,
publish the natural defects of one who is
alive, and thereby to expose him to public
hatred, contempt or ridicule.
UTAH CODE ANN. §45-2-2 (1981 Repl. Vol.)
The statute (as well as the case law of other
jurisdictions) would have required findings:
a.

that the photograph implied that plaintiffs

were endorsing Senator Hatch; and
h.

that being describect as a supporter of a man

recently re-elected to the United States Senate by 60 percent
plurality tends to impeach one's honesty,

integrity, virtue

or reputation.
These requirements are stated conjunctively in the statute.
Therefore, plaintiffs'

failure to establish either would defeat

their claim.
As has been pointed out in this Brief, the questioned
photograph did not reasonably imply that plaintiffs were Hatch
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In a defamation action, it is the trial court's duty
"1tt1ally to determine whether the communication complained of is
c~pable

of a defamatory meaning.
H.

o. Merrin

Fogel v. Forbes, Inc., supra

Co. v. A. H. Belo Corp., supra at 512.

~i

lllf\4;

Jr

this threshold matter is decided against plaintiffs, the case

1s

encled.

&

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS

~614,

Comment (b)(l977).

The failure of the second element of appellants' case
also is evident.

Perhaps one may not wish to have his picture

taken with a candidate who is of a different political persuasion,
t1ut one does not become an outcast by doing so.

By any objective

standard, plaintiffs cannot be deemed defamed.
The test of whether a publication is defamatory is whether, in the circumstances, the
writing discredits the plaintiff "in the minds
of any considerable and respectable segment of
the community."
[citation omitted].
Tropeano v. Atlantic Monthly Co., supra at 851.
~ccord,
48~

Fogel v. Forbes, Inc., supra; Campbell v. Seabury Press,

F.Supp. 298, 301 (N.D. Ala. 1979).

Appellants have not

"laimed that any segment of the community deemed them dishonest,
unvirtuous, etc., by reason of having been photographed with a
llnited States Senator.
th~t

The most har111 plaintiffs can claim is

they were questioned by their Post Office supervisors about

a possible violation of the Hatch Act's prohibition of political

activity by civil servants.

Appellants' Br. at 3, 12.

hardly creates an imputation of dishonesty.
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That

3.

The Amended Complaint does not Allege the Elements nf a

Claim for Invasion nf Privacy.
"invasion of privacy".
common law.

Appellants'

final claim is fnr

The right nf privacy did not exist at

It is a twentieth century invention which has cnme

to include four elements:

(i)

intrusion upon seclusion,

appropriation of name of likeness,
private life, and

(ii)

(iii) publicity given to

(iv) publicity placing a person in false light.

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, §652B-E.
The right to name or likeness, of course,
of the Abuse of Identity Act in Utah.

The rights and remedies

provided by that statute are exclusive.
of Charity, etc., 38 Colo. App.

is the subject

Silverstein v. Sisters

286, 559 P.2d 716, 718 (1972);

Dupree v. Richardson, 314 F.Supp. 1260, 1262 (W.D. Pa. 1970).
The flaws in plaintiffs'

identity claim already have been

treated.
There was no intrusion upon plaintiffs'
were photographed in a public place.
appellants is clearly insufficient.

seclusion; they

The intrusion argument of
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF

TORTS, §6528; Neff v. Time, Inc., 406 F.Supp. 858, 861
Pa 1976).

(W.D.

Similarly, there can be no claim here of wrongful

publicity of plaintiffs'

private lives.

It repeatedly has been

held that a photograph of a person in a public or semi-public
situation (on the street, at work, etc.) will not support such a
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· 1~1m.

414

e.g. Arrington v, New York Times Co., 449 N.Y.S.2d 941,

N.E.2d 1319 (1982); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, §652D,

illustrations 4, 5.
The only privacy claim which conceivably is left to
plaintiffs is one for publicity allegedly placing them in a false
liyht.
not

However, that tort, as defined by the Restatement, did

occur here.
One who gives publicity to a matter concerning
another that places the other before the public
in a false light is subject to liability to the
other for invasion of his privacy, if
(a) the false light in which the other
was place would be highly offensive to a
reasonable person, and
(b) the actor had knowledge of or acted
in a reckless disregard as to the falsity of
the publicized matter and the false light in
which the other would be placed.
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, §652E.
The only "false light" of which plaintiffs complain is

on alleged appearance of talking with Senator Hatch.

That com-

munication is hardly something "highly offensive to a reasonable
~erson."

It has been held, apparently without exception, that

,,ffensiveness in privacy cases is to be determined by an objective standard, not by plaintiff's professed subjective sentirnents.
The protection afforded by the law of this
right relates to ordinary sensibilities and
cannot extend to "supersensitiveness or
agoraphobia."
[citation omitted].
Nelson
v. Maine Times, supra at 1224 (Me. 1973)
(affirming dismissal).
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Accord, Mark v. King Broadcasting Co.,

27 Wash.

App.

344, fil8

P.2d 512, 519 (1980), aff'd, 9fi Wash.2d 473, fdS P.2d 1081
(1981), cert. denied, 457 U.S.
Corp., 77 N.M.

1124 (1981);

384, 423 P. 2d 421
C 0

N C

Blount v. TD Puhl.

( l96fl).

L fl

.S

I

0

N

The constitutional question in this case is of momentnu•
consequence.

There is more involved than just appellants'

claim

that their unidentified photograph with Senator Hatch in a Hatch
political flyer violated the Utah Abuse of Personal Identity
legislation, and further,
tory.

invaded their privacy and was defama-

The bedrock question before the Court that cannot he

ignored is whether the guarantees of free political speech under
the First Amendment of the United States Constitution are to he
preserved against the threatened encroachment of appellants.

Too

many of the most noted statesmen and jurists have spoken on the
importance of free political speech for there to exist any doubt
as to its priority in our society.

Nor has the precept been of

recent invention.2/

II It should not be overlooked that Article I Section 15 of the Utah State
Constitution also guards against infringement on free speech by the statement that
"No law should be passed to abridge or restrain
freedom of speech***."
See also Article I Section 1 of the Utah State Constitution providing that
"All men have the inherent and unalienable right *** to communicate freely
their thoughts and opinions ***. 11
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As Mr. ,Justice Brandeis put it in Whitney v, California,

Those who won our independence *** believed
that freedom to think as you will and to speak
as you think are means indispensable to the
discovery and spread of political truth; that
without free speech and assembly, discussion
would be futile;
When appellants' claims are weighed against the rights
of frPe political speech under the First Amendment guaranteed to
the respondents, the determination of this case is not even a
rlnsP call.

The constitutional arguments are dispositive, and

quic:kly so.
Much could be said about the abject failure of the
appellants to marshal any authoritative, constitutional precedent
to support their positions,

It is probably sufficient to say

tliat this failure merely underscores the significance of the
constitutional issue.

The proposition is simple -- the photo-

:raph of the unidentified appellants with Senator Hatch in the
political flyer was in the exercise of the "unfettered" right of
pnl1t1cal speech in this Country.
1nay

0

No matter how the appellants

,tcive to characterize their claim as abuse of identity,

invasion of privacy or defamation, the publication is protected
''"'" i1

under the First Amendment and is not actionable.
The trial judge was convinced that appellants' amended

''ll1[ 1 laint
1

,,1

presented such serious jeopardy to political speech that

,lismissal was entered on the constitutional ground, alone,
Lt

h101)t ever reaching the issue of whether the amended comp la int
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stated a claim for relief for ahuse of rersonAl

irlPntity, d0L,m:i-

tion or invasion of rrivacy.
this Court conclude likewise And Affirm.
Even were it assumed, arguendo,
issue were not present,

it is,

thAt the constitlltionnl

nonetheless, plain thAt arrellant''

amended complaint fails to state a claim for relief nn any of
their three theories.
court could he and,

Accordingly,

the dismissal hy the trial

if necessary, should he affirmed nn nnn-

constitutional grounds.
It is earnestly suggested,

however,

that this case

should turn unequivocally on First Amenrlment grounds,

that

questioned photograph in the political flyer is protecterl

the
s~eech

thereunder, and that the district court order of rlismissal witr
prejudice be affirmed by this Court.
Respectfully submitted,

of

WATKISS & CAMPRFLL
310 South Main, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, Utah
84101
Attorneys for Respondents
Orrin G. Hatch and Michael
Leavitt
Dated:

December 7, 1983
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LABOR LETTER
UNION MEMBERS FOR HATCH COMMITTEE

Hatch Wants
Aid for Laid·
Off Workers

Senator Hatch Fights for Jobs
and Economic Growth for Utah

(1,11c.crned abou1 the adverse effec!s of
and plant closings in Utah
Srn.;trJ'
has introduced the ·01s
,·~"rker ReaoJ1ustrnent Act
1n Con
It
11 mean.;, that workers put
by pl.c1nt clO'.:>ures and layofls
hi>lp 1n finding aid and new 1obs
measure would encourage em
advance notice of an 1m
or plant closing This warn
a managemenl·labor·
meeting to develop
;,ay<, lor
affected workers 10 be
jlJ~urbrd into
businesses and in
riu'>lries and for the economic impact on

tl1l•,

lo be mm1m1zed

lhe bill provides for a
'>er1es of re training and re-adiustment ser
,,Lio<'> lor displaced workers before avail
ablt' unt·mploymen1 benefits expire
In U1ah, 6.500 people have been dis·

p1JC(!cJ due to plant closings and ma1or
1.1yoth between Oc1ober, 1981 and March
1g82 These figures are oYerwhelmmg,"
Senator Hatch stated
This 1eg1slat1on attempts to tackle
of employers' reluctance to
they are m dl1flculty suft1c1ent to
lhrea1tn ma1or cutbacks or cessation of
ope1a11ons and the problem of displaced
workers exhausting their unemployment
compensation waiting to be recalled,"
H;>tch said
'./Ve need to look at the larger issue of
,•,urt1er displacement and to investigate
'hay.,, of uniting the efforts of existing agencies wl1h employers to help workers ..

Hatch Supports
Extension of
Unemployment
Benefits
S"'nator Hatch recently supported the creation of a new program for helping the
72 000 Utahns receiving federal unemploymenl benefits The Federal Supplemental
Bl?ne!its program will permit an additional
10 W<'<"k:, of unemployment benefits to be
•r'ar1f'
to Utah
June 1 uninsured unemployed
1"c>r'r's '1•ial1fy !or 39 weeks of unemploy·
rn"'r'I twne11ts- 26 weeks ol regular bene''I,. <111d 13 weeks of extended benefits The
t,p,
qua1111es these people for 10
weeks ol supplemental benefits,
.,·,1ng the tolal length or el1gibll1ty to 49
'r·•:~s
Hatch said
With the national unemployment at
and Utah unemployment as
percent. these supplemental
will greatly help families and m
financially while unemployed."
said

ln his first term In the US Senate Orrin
Hatch has made saving jobs and helping
economic growth In Utah his top priority
High on the list of accomplishments was
helping to saYe Geneva Steel.
All members of the Utah delegation
met continually and worked within the
federal bureaucracy to save the Geneva
plant, which was threatened with closing
because of Clean Air Standards Imposed
by ihe Environmental Protection Agency
Their efforts helped to save 5,600
direct Jobs, 15,000 Indirect jobs, and $1
billion to the economy of Utah
Senator Hatch met repeatedly with ofll·
cers of US Steel to reach an acceptable solution to save Geneva. Finally, he convinced
U S Steel to allow the media on the pre·
mises of the Geneva plant and alerted the
public to the extreme E.P.A approaches
In a slmltar effort, Kennecott Copper
Corporation was faced with compliance
with unreasonable and unnecessarlly
stringent capacity standards, which would
have shut It down. Senator Hatch again
worked with E.P.A. to be sure standards

were fair and reasonable. This kept Kenne·
colt open, thus saving 7,000 direct Jobs!
Recently, attempts have been made to
expand the Ctean Air Act, which would
close approximately 36 percent of the
Stale ol Utah from significant develop·
ment A power plant has already been stop·
ped, and other projects, such as a syn·
thetlc fuels project, might well be preclud·
ed or delayed so long that costs could be
prohibitive.
Senator Hatch, with Senator Garn and
Governor Matheson, Is vigorously opposing
the concept ol "integral vistas" and other
proposed amendments to the Clean Air
Act, which would have negative Impacts
upon the citizens of the State of Utah.
Senator Hatch has also opposed a similar
amendment to the Clean Water Act.
While proper amendmenls to the
Clean Air Act are necessary tor the preservation of the right of the State to preserve
existing jobs, to create new jobs and have
affordable energy, Senator Hatch is also
dedicated to maintaining vital resources as
clean and pure as possible.

**********************************

**********************************

Hatch
Helps
Utahns

\1Nl1HJ<;l HI\''
WA~HIN(,TUN

Everyday special requests and
Inquiries come In to Senator
Hatch's office from U1ah
citizens who are havmg
special problems with govern·

menl agencies. need some
special assistance or who are
just saying. "Please, help

1

•

These cases are handled

rouUnely with care and con·
cern unlll the problem 1s solv·
ed or some resolution can be
reached
The figures listed below
represent a combined total ot
cases handled In Utah and 1n
the Washington office during
the first five years of the

Senator's term

1977 - 1,947
1978 - 2,210
1979 -

2,500

Total -

12.907

1960 - 2,850
1981 - 3,400

E)(amples al Service to Utahns
• Back Pay tor Black lung

Bene Ills

Due to the work ol Senator
Hatch. a g€ntleman received
$20,000 m back pay tor black
lung benefits Without Senator
Hatch·s intervention. he would
probably have never known
that he qual1f1ed

• Social Security Payments
A women, home bound and a

widow. was suddenly denied
Social Security payments
when her name was improper
ly deleted from the computer
She and her family tried for
five months to get the matter
resolved, without success
Senator Hatch's staff went to
work on 11 and in two days she
was sent an emergency check
for the five months and re·
enrnlled in the system

---,

I

NAI<>~

Dl

w

b< hc.HHI[' lrom 111c !t"' no wcrcl I hat 1'111 not c~Jc!l~ lhl" f;no111,· \<"Odlor of
kMkr' \nd "h1k \Oll 'c JHuh.1hh bcrn g1qn ,dot ol "iulur111 111011" JbooJI m\
Jlll<:d I<• ldk( 1111,
IO !P'C you my \Ide, b<.·c,lll5C I h.;l1c\C U1ahn, ;n,
''' mak\ .in
dcc1;1on h,1,c·d on foch-1101 heated rhclor1l
I v..:inl you lo krllw 1hJI m1 "'''1' .ore 1n the lJlllOll mo•enwnl My Oad ha-; hccn J qrong union >up
I''""' all h11 l1h" Like him, J app1u1l1«d m !he hu1Jd1np tr.:idc; a; a mclal la!her and
un1<>11 rntmhcr for \l'1ernl l'edf' I h,l,~ no! forvnllcn the'"· root;. "hJl 1! 111ean<to v.or~
ant.I I nncr "'ill
Franklh I think l"1c "orkc:J 11a.rd lo promolc )Our mternt' Let me g"c yOll JU'>1 a few e~ampleo;
I \\

• lnlr<'<Ju<.cJ 1hc D"pla,cd \\mkccr- Acl. In pro11dc J('b 11<11ning .rnd <1<>s"13nle for "'"rkcr5 hurl
l.1yolf
• <;upporrcd a 13 week c\lcn-ion 111 llncmplo}men1 bencf1t1
• Spun,orcJ the Tramrng lur
thouqnd; of "(,rkers

Job~

Ac1 which

n'ccnll~

b~

pa<\cd ( ongrc"'' and "ill provide JOb training for

• ':lllpport~J I 1111 fuml111r ol Ju,11 lirnd 11' I or rJ1iroJJ r~11rcc'
• Oppo,ed propo;a)s to merge Ra!lroad Rettrcmcni and l·cdcral

pcn~1on

plan<; with Soual &rnnty

•Sponsored the Black Lung Reform ALt which <;avcd the Blad I ung Renefll fund for miners from
bankrup1cy
• Ha1e sllpportcd union worken at Dug" a) "ho hrne follghl 10 keep their 1ob> from being taken 01·er bi
outsiders
• Ha1e ;:i~qsted numerous AFGE member, 111 d1<putc<; with federal wpcr,1,or<, 1m:lud1n~ opening the Toll
1c Chemical 1nve>l1gallon ;:it Hill AH Force Base
•Spomorcd leg1slat1on tona..:k-dov.non 1mponsof cheJf', 'ub11d11ed forc1gn<!eel
l'•c also been a 'trong advox:ite 0frndustnal devclopmcnl m litah 10 pro•1de theLr111cal JOb<; we need ['1e
"'orked v.ah Kcnnecon Copper, Genc1a Steel, and other' m ncgo\la\ion<; w11h EPA to ensure that over
regulation didn't force thc<e pl..,nt, lo do\e I've promoted the e•port of Utah coal 10 Taiwan. and en·
couraged dnelopment of Uiah', many rcsolJrce~ Yoll ice. I under-rand tha1 "hile dean air" 1mportan1,
<o are JObs I'd rather sec Utahm working rn key 1ndu;tr1e' like l<cnncLOll than haH the poli!H.JI endorse
mcnt of cm iron mental cJt1rcm1sb grollps
A' chairman of the Labor Committee I'm in a crn1cal po,111t'n v.hcn 11 Lome< W the 1<<;ue< rnosl impor.
tant to Utah worker; My opponent has cnt1l11ccl me for rn1 chairman,hip, Lla1mmg that the Labor Com·
m1ttee "1sn'1 important to Utah You and I know better
I realize we won't agree on el'ery 1sslJe But I
hd1e1c 1hat mall my wor\.. m the Senate I ha'e
put the rntercsls of Utah's rank and file worker~ first
door "open. and alway; w1Jl be, lo Urah
workers
One firu! porn! Everyone kno"1 that our economic rne" ha' hccn gro"mg for year< I believe !hat"~
arc m,1k1ng !h~ tough dcc1"0"' I hat will turn our c~onom' <.1lulll•cl, !hJt "'' Jre i,:01n~ '"" nc" d1rc-ctwn
The b:Nc que,11on 10 be answered this November t> "helhci
d1tedwn.
or v.hclher we arc gomg to re1llrn to 1he failed pohcoc< o1
I m•lle you to JOJO me m contmurng m the ncv. d1red1on "hoch "'ill re>tore our economy to health and
v1tahty, and mean mcreased opportllnlly and pro>penty for Jll Utah >1orker<, l hope you'll <;upporl ouref·
forts to turn America around when you vote tht< No~emh\."r 2

OmnG Hatch

• Immigration Problem Solved
A young man was called on a

mission by the LOS Church to
Mexico. He was a Mexican
citizen, deserted by his
parents In the U.S., and
adopted and raised by a Utah
family Before leaving for his
mission. he was assured by
the lmm1grat1on and Natural·
1zat1on SPrv1ce that he would
have no problem returning to
this country However. when
he concluded his two.year mis·
slon in Mexico, he was told he
could never return to his ram1·
ly in the US. Senator Hatch
!ought a private bill through
the Senate and the House to
reunite the youngster and his
family

• Handicapped Job

Opportunities
A handicapped MexicanAmerican wanted to work for
the Post Office. He had train·
ed as a Janitor, had worked for
the Un1vers1ty of Utah for
several years, and had a spot·
less record USPS said his
"spastic" condition was a
danger to himself and his
fellow employees. After
several letters from this office
with no result, Senator Hatch

personally called the district
office of the Post Office and
said, "I will take
responsibility" The man was
hired and has been an ex
emplary employee
• Forest Service Grazing Fine
A rancher in Rich county
unmtent1onally violated a
Forest Service procedure by
allowing a neighbor to use
some ol his grazing allotment
He was fined nearly $3.000 by
the USFS After several
meetings. including a hearing
in Wyoming on the matter, the
USFS relented and eliminated
the fine

• HUD Service Improved

The Federal Housing Authority

was the subject of a series of
complaints by local realtors
and builders They were told of
poor service, delays, and in·
consistent appraisals Senator
Hatch asked the State Director
of HUD 11 he would attend a
public forum 1n Provo He and
the Regional Director went to
Provo with Senator Hatch to
face 250 concerned citizens
The three hour meeting re
suited m changes In two Im·
portant office procedures in
FHA, a promise of better ser·
vice, and few complaints have
been heard since

• Post Office closure

The Ogden Post Office was
scheduled to be downgraded
and all mail transferred to and

handled by the Salt Lake ~ost
Office. USPS had made this
decision because ol new
machinery purchased In Sall
Lake which was not being full\
ut1!1zed. The fear was that
slower mall service lo Weber
County would result The s1alf
went to work on ti.a problem
and the Senator insisted thal o
public hearing be held In
Ogden USPS sent otflclals
from Washington and the
Regional offices. Public com
ments were accepted and
assurances were given
Senator Hatch chaired the
meeting Despite the public
outcry, the USPS 1mplemented
the "consolidation" of the two
Post Offices

r.Y'' X'.TJ['l'.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1
United Transportation Union
WASHINGTON OFFICE
'>er1crnborlO,JVk:'

:..,.
Hatch Bill to
Rescue Black
Lung Fund
Approved
Last \'l'ar Congress enacted leg1slat1on
recommended by Senator Hatch to restore
to the black lung benefits trust
10 the leg1slat1on the trust fund
1ncreas1ngly in debt to the
benefits or persons going on
since 1973 were being placed in
1eopardy through staggering in-

bill enacted las! December was
of a proposal introduced by
Hdtt.h (S 1922) It was because of
of Senator Hatch as Chairman
Ldbor Committee !hat hearings were
the measure. with passage quickly
coal miners m Utah currently re·

ct>1Y1ng black lung benefits are aided by

tl"'.i~ leg1sl:it1on plus all coal miners whom
1he lulure may have to apply for such benefits In Sep1ember. 1981, a total of 1,863
U1ahns were collecting $437,000 aggregate

crease the arrroprlat1on fo the Job Corps
by $10 million
The Sena!or also authored the amendment to the proposed Youth Act to raise
wages from $7,200 to 8,000 for country
public service employment under CETA to

Hatch
Champions
Youth through
Programs

Senator Hatch supported a one·year extension of CETA youth programs Signed Into
law by President Reagan and funded at
$576 million this legislation was a great aid
to the people of Salt Lake and Davis County, where 60-65 percent of their training programs are youth oriented.
Utah's 1unior senator has also been
credited with saving the Job Corps program for disadvantaged, hard-to-employ
youth After fighting to retain authorization
for the program, Senator Hatch offered an
amendment, which was adopted, to in-

permit greater placement of trainees with
private sector employers. The concept of
this amendment was formulated during
disc~sslons with Saft Lake County Commissioner Bill Dunn.
Senator Hatch supported funding for
federal training programs authorizing $3.8
billion for employment and tralnlr., programs, such as CETA, which was reSPL'nSlble for training some 4,473 people In Uh:1h
in 1981.

Hatch Urges End to Age
Discrimination

111 rr1onthly benefl1s from the Black Lung
Trusl Fund
C0al miners make great contribu
t1unc, '" Utah s economy and culture, and
.~e .::ill bE·nef1t Its only fair that Congress
,hould provide some kind of assurances
lhat any who may be afflicted with black
the aid they have been promrs
Ha1ch said al the time

Hatch Training
for Jobs Act
Means Work
for Utah

St:nator Hatch '.:>ponsored the Training for
Jobs Art to replace CETA The Act estab·
l•~hes a n0w system tor providing training
lo econorn1cally disadvantaged
r~r11er1. M1'> to enable 1hem toge! meaning
1ul 101,c n 1he private sector and reduce
lhe1• ,1,.,pendenr0 vn welfare It will provide
training, less federal
evaluation and
l'lfl"I (rf IT1 llu" r,r1vate sec1or
I ~1e Acl •:.ill provide t1a1ning tor ap
6,500 Utahns. or over 2.000
are currently served under
Se11a\or
played an important
measure passed
we passed recognizes that
·~u·1er11rnPnt cant do the JOb alone, and for
Hie l1r~t 11me p!1vate en1erpr1se and govern
mt>nt ·1<111 work toge1her to train people for
Senatnr Hatch
"The Training
1t 1s the private
hire 1nd1v1duals gradu·
from these training programs ..
1

This past summer Senator Hatch cosponsored legislation to prohibit
employers from mandltorily retrrlng an md1v1dual solely based on age.
Following the lead of the Utah leglsla1ure, which removed the mandatory retire·
men! age, Senator Hatch co-sponsored the
Prohib1t1on of Mandatory Retirement and
Employment Rights Act, S. 2617
"All persons, regardless of age, should
be given the opportunity to be judged on the
basis of their own skills and experience,"
the Senator said. "They should not be arbitrarily excluded from work simply
because of the inexorable passage of time."
A Utah incident involving the former
principal of a Sandy, Utah, school provided
the Senator with an example of both age

discrimination and the rising national sentiment against It Earl Cox, prlnclpal of the
Edgemont School, was forced to retire In
1972 and later joined forces wlth the
American Association of Retired Persons
and the Retired Teachers Association to
work for an amendment to Utah's age
discrimination statute.
"We should be trying to keep men and
women such as Earl Cox In the work force
Instead of arbitrarily dismissing them for
no other reason than their own good health
and longevity," the Senator said. "An Important first step would be for the federal
government to follow the example of the
Utah legislature and uncap the Age
Discrimmation In Employment Act."

**********************************
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ORRIN G. HATCH: A FAMILY MAN AT HOME Al
---------------------------------------by Cr;
Hatch has, In little more than five years,
become one of the most lnfluenllal forces
In the United States Senate. Whether that
Influence Is positive or negative 1s a judg
men! subjective in nature; he does wield
substanllal Influence But how does a man
who basically was a stranger to national
pollttcs prior to his election In 1976 rise to
such a position so rapidly?
The reasons perhaps are as many as
they are varied II might be said he was a
man in the right place at the right time. It
might be said he was lucky. II might be said
he fell Into It. The real reasons, however,
are much less superficial

Another viewpoint
To understand those reasons, one must
understand the man
Frank Sllbey Is chief Investigator for
the Senate labor and Human Resources
Committee oversight office and has spent
15% years as an Investigator with various
government agencies, working most of
those ;ears with Democrats
"Hatch Is e)(tremely interested,"
S.1bey says, "in oversight and mvest1gat1on
Into the functions ol government He
shows enormous courage in dealing with
politically sensitive 1nvest1gat1ons When
the crunch comes, he has the courage of a
conviction to tollow through because the
public Interest Is involved "
"He has never put any pressure on us
to kill or redirect an 1nvestigat1on I would
give him fantastic grades for guts and
brains and the willingness to use his
authority in the public interest Very tew
.polfticlans have Hatch's guts and courage
He ls tough and ob1ectlve.

Family Is number one
Away from the political glitter of the
nation's capital, however, there Is another
side of Orrin Hatch that contributes as
much to his personal drive-perhaps more

so-as do his reputation and ab1l111es on
Capital Hill
He Is an intensely private man during
those few moments not claimed by !he
rigors of being a United States Senator
And when he finds such a moment, his first
love ts spending It with his family
"My family," Hatch says, "Is my first
interest I have a difficult lime Involving
them in politics They want to be Involved,
but I have a tendency to try to shelter
them"
"That's why when I have some llme to
spend with them, I /Ike to put pollllcs aside.
One of my favorite things Is to play golf
with my 11 year-old son. In some ways I
hesitate taking the time away from government business to do It, but 11 is a thrill to
me to be able to walk down the fairway
arm-In-arm with my son"
He also enjoys rela)(mg with his
12-year-old daughter, writing to his missionary son, reading-when It Isn't a must,
and most sports The former attorney has
participated In football, basketball,
baseball, golf, and bo)(1ng. He won 11of12
fights as an amateur, si)( by knockout
Even In family Ille, however, there are
those times when his profession causes
ripples, even if the ripples are tn jest
While trying to make a point to the
family, Hatch once was interrupted by his
son Scott, who 1s now servmg an LOS mission In Arcadia, Calif
"listen," Scott said, gathering all the
seriousness he could, "I think you need to
know that your being a United States
Senator doesn't cut any Ice around here"
The masquerade of seriousness, how
ever, quickly broke down and both father
and son soon were hugging each other and
laughing.
The third son and sixth of nine
children born to Jesse and Helen Hatch, of
Midvale, Orrin Hatch enjoys his family
heritage. He often Is accused of being a
non-Utah Senator, a favorite tactic of his

political adversaries, but he 1s proud of his
family roots that are deep In U!ah h1s1ory
'My great-grandfather," Halch says
'founded Vernal and the Ashley ValleY
area In the mld-1880's, and just aboul
everywhere I go In this state I find lamllles
that tie In wlth my pioneer ancestors"

Young union member
Hatch entered his father's trade when only
16 years of age, becoming a journeyman
metal lather with the AFL-CIO, a trade that

11
0t all the awards,
citations and honors he
has received, the one of
which he la perhaps most
proud la the certificate ol
apprenticeship compl•
tlon In Iha AFL-CIO."

later was used to help put himself through
Brigham Young Unlversrty Of all the
awards, citations and honors he has recelv·
ed, the one of which he Is perhaps mos!
proud Is the certificate of apprenticeship
completion In the AFL-CIO
While carrying 18 to 21 hours of class·
load, he worked full-tlme-two of those
years as a janitor and the others as a metal
lather-to obtain a degree In history and
philosophy He then obtained a full-honors
scholarship to the University of Pittsburgh
Law School, earning his Juris Doctor de
gree In 1962.
"When I graduated," he said, "I traded
the high pay some other graduates were
getting for some good training, and I was
fortunate to get It with a small but very
good firm In Pittsburgh "
He later became a lull partner m the
firm, but In 1969 Hatch decided with his
wife Elaine they wanted to raise their family In Utah The two are the parents of six
children and soon will become grandpar
ents, as their son Brent-who is attending
Columbia Law School-and his wife are ex
pectlng their first child in June.
"We knew Utah was the place we
wanted to live and raise our family," Ha1ch
said, "so we were very positive about mak·
Ing the move and are very happy we did so"

"Having been a card~
e&rTYlng member of a
union, I know what It la
Ilka for the workers. It lo
for them-the union
workers-that I am
fighting. I believe In the
men and women of the
unions. __ HATCH
Hatch has been mstrumental 1n sev
eral btlls of interest to Utah workers He
fought to keep the Geneva steel plant in
Orem open by taking on the EPA's air
standards By keeping air standards
reasonable at Kennecott Copper's opera·
!Ion on the west side of the Salt Lake

************************************
ND A LEADER IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE

werr' '.>aved
lhe two Utah sena
keep Hie vital Central
axed by the Carter

HousP dumped 1he bill into the
')•·nale Hatch said.· so Jake (Garn) and I
, .11,., 1vok rial! the Senate and worked until
"""' hdd 68 votes -enough 10 keep this im
rwrt,;inl project alive for Utah'
Ha1c.h. along with Senator Edward
Kennedy (O·Mass J is a co-sponsor of the
R<id1ation Compensation Act for victims ot
fallout during Nevada testing
government was wrong to do
tl1JI .. he said, "and when government Is
.,,0ng 11 should pay 11s bills"
Hatr:h al50 worked to sponsor leg1s
l<Jlion for heal1t1 victims at Hill AH Force
8Jse and has helped with funding for the
~mall
business center and pharmacy
department at the University of Utah
"Having been a card-carrying member
(Ji d union.· he says, "I know what It IS llke
!01 1he workers II Is for them-the union
wcJrkers -that I am f1ght1ng I believe In the
men and women o! the unions When labor
I will vote for them But I don'!
1n therr leaders That 1s where I feel
the problem lies
To say union bosses are not fond ol
Orrin Hd1ch would be a substantial exer
l 1">e 1n underS1dtemen1 The Utah Senator,
enjoys relating an experience he
r1ad
the late George Meany, Mr
Organized Labor himself
Shortly after his successful l1l1buster
aqainst the labor re!orm bill. he was to al·
t1"1d a reception tor long·t1me Kentucky
Senator John Sherman Cooper As Hatch
entered \he reception there Sal Meany "In
all his
Hatch extended his hand
.lnd
Hatch
"I know who you are," Meany snapped
Meany then stood, put his arm on
Hatch's shoulder and said, "Orrin, we
you We didn't think anyone could
us WP. control the Presidency. we own
and we own the bureaucracy we
No hard feelings, but 1f 11 costs us
m1ll1nn 1n 1982. we'll beat you

"I truly admired his

tMeany's) foreign policy-,
In fact, I feel organized
labor's foreign pollcyoften Is more sound than
that of our govern·
ment. . HATCH

A broad smile creased Ha!ch's lace
Gep Mr Meany" he replied "11 you
~ JI i.i rn1llron into Utah 1n 1982, !hat will
'1l•11t,IF nur GNP and I'll be an lnstan
1111 1n the state
Meany laughed long and hard, the two
! .rt1ng as friends and remaining so to the
i<, Meany died
I lruly admired h1s (Meany's) foreign
" Ha1ch said "In fact, I feel organ
izpiJ
s lore1gn policy often Is more
c,nund 1han that o! our government ..
1

The wisdom of experience
Five years and a few months or life as a
Senator have given Hatch a slightly di!
lerent perspective ol government from the
one he had at the outset No longer does he
see everything In black and while. Many

things, he had lound, come m various
shades of gray That is not to say, however,
he has changed his Ideals
· Most Senators basically are good people," Hatch said "Working with them l have
learned that compromise olten IS neces-

sary But not when 1t concerns a prlnclple
''I still feel a llttle new to this game.
But I feel this 1s the most serious time In
our nation's history··
One of the ofllce slogans frequently
used by Hatch 1s "Try to shorten the time
for etlecltveness" He wishes more
legislators felt that way and says, when
pressed, there are three things he dlsllkes
pertaining to the Senate
"First, the lime ii takes away from my
family," he said. "That is very difficult tor
me. Second, the tack of statesmanship
shown by those who put their personal
political skin ahead of their country. And
third, the entrenchment of the philosophy
of taking tax dollars to buy constituent
votes with costly special programs."
He lists our country's most pressing
issues as tnllatlon, high interest rates,
unemployment and a sub-par national
defense. In addition to work on Issues,
however, he and his stall also concentrate
heavily on constituent service.
"We worked on more than 1,800 cases
1n the last year," Martin said, "and If any
Utahn comes to Orrin's oltlce, he tries very
hard to see them That's just another thing
that keeps him so busy. Even with seeing
as many peopte as he can and his heavy
committee assignments, he still manages
to maintain a very high voting tecord."
During his five years In the Senate,
Hatch has a 94 percent voling record-97
percent in 1981. The demand on his time
and energy, however, apparently has not
dimmed his enthusiasm lor what he Is
domg.
"Elaine and I have never looked back,"
he says. "She was a little reticent about my
running in 1976 because she felt we had
things going well in our law practice and
didn't want to see me hurt."
"But she has become my biggest supporter She also is my best critic and the
first to step In and tell me If she thinks I'm
doing something wrong."

**********************************
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LABOR AND CONGRESS

Bargaining For a Better America
by Senator Omn Hatch

Honor Lames obl1gat1on With the honor ol
enough union votes to help elect Ronald
Reagan last November. Republicans Parn
ed the obl1gat1on to watch out tor the
"American union worker," an obl1ga11on
shirked bi the Democrats, the "lrad1t1ona1
blue·cOllar party
ll's a heavy obl1gat1on. an enormous
duty It's a task we Republicans ac11vely
sough1 however. we should work to !ull1ll
our comm1lments as well as we can And
so we shall
Wtial are the interests al the American
union member" Having grown up In a union
family and havmg been a union man my
sell. I can say they are the same as those
ol most other Americans Union families
want to own their homes, stow away some
cash for rainy days and future oppor
tun1t1es. and keep up with the bills lor day
to-day necess1t1es That's not a lot-but 1t
has been mcreasmgly d1f11cult to do with
1nllatlon sprouting like Jack's magic
beans

Union t•mlll•• want to own their
homee, •tow awar eome caah
for ralnr dar• and future oportunltlea1 and keep up with th•
blll• for day·to-day nec•ealtl••·

Union wages have grown enormously
over the past decade. but union members
suffered the same frustrations the rest of
us did. Median income for American tam1
lies of lour was 1ust over $28.000 last year.
but that $28,000 bought far less than 11
would have ten years earlier All !ami11es
found it difficult to make lood dollars
stretch to cover what they used to cover,
the price of energy made 11 d1ff1cult to stay
warm in winter. and sometimes made 11 d1t
f1cult even to get to work High interest
rates made home ownership much more a
memory than a dream
Whatever other faults the leaders ol
America's labor unions may have, even
they recognized these problems The late
Teamslers President Frank E Fitzsimmons
told the Washington Star 1ust after the
election, "The large vote for President
elect Reagan is a mandate to curb lnlla·
lion. wh1eh has been strangling American
workers, and to once again put America
back to work "

Republican leac1ersh1p 1n the Un11ed
States Senate has worked hard to set an
agenda tha! will benefit America's union
members-and all other Americans as
well As I wrrte th1s-e1ght months 1n10 the
first Republican-controlled Senate 1n a
quarter of a century-our elforts have
already come to partial fru1t1on We have
already created several block grants, pass
mg much or the decls1on-mak1ng authonty

0!len assumes that workers and rn<Jr, 0.,.
are mortal enemies. and uses that a5,,,.
t1on to design regulations and enforce~,,
that do not serve as well as they cc.
Workers comprise \hp most valuar
assets o! businesses Government 5 ~.,

Government regulatlon too
often aaaumea that workera •nd
m•nagera •r• mortal enemlea,
•nd u••• that aaeumptlon to
dealgn regulatlona and enforcement that do not aerve ••well••
they could.

to state and local governments. thereby
reducing overhead at the federal level,
reduced federal spending s1gnil!cantly (by
25 percent in the programs over which my
committee, lhe Committee on Labor and
Human Resources. has 1ur1sd1c\lon) white
preserving programs necessary !or those
who !1terally have no other place to turn (we
preserved programs for the handicapped
with very few cuts, for example). cut taxes.
so that by 1983 that "average union family"
will have an extra $1,000 annually, to put
down on the new house. to save for
Junior's college education, to put towards
a more comfortable retirement
Some of the other items on our agenda
may be more d!ff1cull We are concerned.
for example. about the safety of workers
While the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration was established to work for
grea1er safety on the job. statistics tell us
!hat 1obs are not safer for the elfort At the
same time. businesses eKperlence greal
d1ft1cult1es complying with safety rules
that are often costly, sometimes dlfflcult to
enforce among workers, occasionally con
trad1ctory to other safety rules. and too
often 1neffect1ve. In short, the regulatory
web intended to protect workers is really
more red tape for employers than a safety
net for employees
The issues are complex, and will get a
thorough airing before any action !s taken
legislatively Government regulatlon too

rules should be designed to encou'<'.
businessmen to seek help to protect 1·.
most valuable asset Workers and m,
agers together will do more to 1m~ ·
safety In the workplace. and do it more•'
fect1vely, than a perpetually under sto11.
federal regulatory agency eYer could
Employees. whether members c,:
union or not. will be more productw€ ·
workplace made safer by the cooperar,,.
efforts of labor and management 5e ·
more productive, they will make m·
money Taxed less, they will sa~e mo·<
that money for the future With rr,.
money in banks, businesses will l.r,::
easier to expand, innovate and re~c·.1·

It le our obllgatlon to rebulld thl
economy, to put the country ta
work, and to leave more ol th•
fruit• of labor with the l•boma.

Workers w111 also !ind 11 easier to ge1 ..
money to buy a home Increased derr<
for new homes will create more 1obs,wr
will be safer when government regulat ··
encourage protection ol worlo:ers •ol 1
than a prol1!erat1on of regulations
Union members aspire to a better'
and oppmtun1ty to carve even a belle··
1stence for their children It 1s a
tribute to the American labor rno~e~
that union fam111es· Incomes are r:
enough to qualify for the 33 percenl 1
bracket But when that happens large,,
a result of mllat1on. It is well beyond 1!or a change Union members ha~e 11 •
great contributions to this na11on \\'i''
Republican Adm1nistra\1on and Repw·'
control of the Senate we have an enor 1 ·
opportunity. and a great obl1gat1on
return lhose many favors It 1s our o:
11on to rebuild the economy, to Dul'
country to work. and to leaYe more,,
fruits of labor wO!h !he laborers
We can watch out for
member by carefully watching out
_
union member's tax dollars. spending I~
wisely and spending them less A hea:·
economy 1s the ticket to more jobs. h 1 ~
savings. and greater opportunity lo':
working men and women

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
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Hatch Accomplishments for Utah
More Jobs & Economic Growth for Utah
central Utah Pro1ect
Tl"' CE-11\r;i.I Utah ProJeC1 was on Pres1

s

11st to eliminate all fund·
'> rlelegat1on and the Gover·
1:.11
nnr 'IJlHked well logether lo save the prov1\_;I lo IJt;ih·s future The House,
the bad pro1ects. pass·
water pro1ect bill with the
pro1ects included, which President
threatened 10 veto Senator Hatch
and
Garn each took half of the
senate and worked one on one with their
colleaq•Jes to get the bad projects out
When all the votes were counted, the Central Utah Pro1ect was saved In the Senate
The House passed the bill and the Presl·
dent signed 11 into law The Washington
Post wro!e on January 25, 1982, that
Senator Hatch "twisted enough arms on
the Senate floor to rescue 11 (the C.U.P Pro1111

1ecl)"

Jobs through Coal
• In the Interest of expanding Utah's coal
e~port market, Senator Hatch went to Northeast Asia, including Taiwan, and met
with end-users of coal products. Contracts
have subsequently been signed, and both
1hA Taiwanese and the Utah exporter credit
Senator Hatch with making the contracts
possible These contracts create )Obs for
Utah as well as bringing money into the
State The contracts are valued at 400
m1ll1on dollars
lntratton
• Senate Joint Resolutlon 58, cosponsored
by Senator Hatch requires the federal
government to balance Its budget and includes a built-in tax spending J1mitation
Persistently high levels of inflation and
unemployment and levels of growth and
productivity all can be traced directly or ind1rec11y to the fiscal problems of the
lederal government
Retiree Benefits
• Amendment to the Continuing Ap
proprlatlons Resolution H.J. Reslulion 357,
to restore full funding of "dual benefits" to
r<11lroad retirees
On November 19, 1981, Senator Hatch
cosponsored a successful amendment to
J J Res 357 to add $90 mllllon to the "dual
benefits" appropriation made each year on
bi;.nalt of railroad retirees who accrued
pension rights prior to 1974
Housing Mortgage Investments
• Senator Hatch sponsored this leglsla
t1on 10 ease the rules under ERISA so as to
allow tor the Investment In resident/al
housing mortgages by private pensions
otherwise restricted from investing in such
securities
Hiii Air Force Base Hearings
• As ;, result of oversight hearings con':iucted by Senator Hatch which were held
al Hill Air Force Base in Ogden, Utah, the
National Cancer Institute and Rocky Mounlain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health are conducting feasibility
'"•lrl mortality studies on job-related 111nl"S~es contracted by Hiii employees
Cancer Eye Project
• Federal support for research was needed
trJ assure U1ah"s trail-blazing medical and
scientific programs researching causes of
cancer ln particular, Doctor Klelnschuste1's r1oneer work at Utah State
University 10 treat cancer In the eyes of certain cattle 1s playing a critical role In curing
1hls most devastating disease. Senator

Hatch and the Utah delegation have work
ed to maintain past funding and restore
current funding for this program Dr
Kleinschuster submitted two proposals to
the NC.I In 1982, and they are currently
being reviewed
Salt Lake Indian Health Center
• Senator Hatch, assisting Senator Garn,
1s working to maintain the $8 1 million tn
the Interior Appropriations budget that
would support continuing health services
to urban Indians in the Greater Salt Lake

Saving Utah's Swing Bed Programs
• In 1979, The Carter Administration
threatened to cut off funding for the swing
bed program, a cost-saving measure that
minimizes the number of unused hearth
lacllltles.
Senator Hatch interceded to save this
program, preserving an Important aspect of
our nation's program to fight health cost inflation and establishing an important principle that Utah would not be taken for
granted by federal regulatory agencies.
Community Home Health Services Act
• Senator Hatch introduced this legislation, which has passed the Labor and
Human Resources Committee, in order to
provide home health care to the thousands
of elderly In Utah and across the nation
who are annually forced into nursing
homes because they needed medical help
or minor support which wasn't available at
home. This legislation expands Medicare
to Include home health services not relmburseable under current law and will make
available limited amounts of grants and
loans for high priority demonstration projects In home health care. This legislation Is
not only humane but cost conscious because of the savings effectuated ln reduced demand for nursing home expansion
and the reduction In hospital bed days
each year
Atomic Bomb Fallout Compensation
• Senator Hatch introduced this legislation to compensate the citizens of Utah,
Nevada and Arizona who were exposed to
radiation during the atomic bomb testing in
the 1950's at the Nevada test site. These
citizens were not adequately warned of the
dangers of radioactive fallout, and It Is proper. then, that the government should compensate them for the losses they suffered
as a result Senator Hatch Introduced S.
1483, the Radiation Exposure Compensatron Act to compensate property damage
and injured parties In an attempt to, In part,
repay them for lhelr losses. The Labor and
Human Resources Committee reported the
bill out In Aprtl, and It has passed Judiciary
Subcommittee and Is now awaiting action
by the full Judiciary Committee
Student Flnanclal Assistance
• Last year 11 was proposed that the
Guaranteed Student Loan in-school interest subsidy be repealed and eligibility
sharply restricted. As Chairman of the
senate conferees on the Budget Aeconclllallon Act, Senator Hatch played a
crucial role in turning back these proposals. The resulting compromise made

s1gn1flcant savings 1n the program while
maintaining nearly all in-school benefits
for students in need.
Veteran's Cost of Instruction Program
• Senator Hatch single-handedly saved
the Veterans's Cost of Instruction Program
from extinction in the Senate-House conference on the 1981 Budget Reconciliation
Act, where he led the Senate confrees.
Utah has developed a nationally·
recognized model Veteran's Cost of Instruction program on veteran counseling,
with Marv Peterson of Weber State College
at the forefront. Continued VCIP funding
not only sustains Utah's initiative, ii better
serves our state's many veterans, to whom
we owe a continuing debt of gratitude
Older Americans and Aging
• The Older Americans Act (P.L. 97·115)
sponsored by Senator Hatch and Senator
Denton was reauthorized and signed into
law on December 29, 1981. This legislatlon
funds such vital services as nutrition programs, senior citizens centers, information
and referral systems and transportation.
Since 1965, this particular Act has touched
the I Ives of over 9 million senior Americans,
150,000 of them In Utah
Dependent Care Service Provisions
Amendment
• This amendment, introduced July 24,
1981 by Senator Metzenbaum and Senator
Hawkins, and co-sponsored by Senator
Hatch, passed the Senate and became part
of the H.J. Res 266. It provides an expanded
tax credit for working parents who must
pay day-care expenses for children and wlll
be a part of the tax reform package
available for the 1982 calendar year
Home Energy Assistance Grants
• This is also known as Low-Income
Energy Assistance or Fuel Assistance for
the Elderly.
Senator Hatch cosponsored S.1724
which passed into law on November 15,
1979 (P.L. 96--223), after hearings held In
Salt Lake City revealed that even residents
of energy-rich states can have difficulty
paying healing bills. This brought $13.6
million of Federal funds Into Utah to aid the
21,000 eligible househOlds. The program
was changed to a block grant In the Reconciliation Conference In 1981, which Senator
Hatch chaired.
The Head Start Act
• Introduced April 30, 1981 by Senator
Denton and Senator Hatch. This bill was reauthorized as a part of the Omnibus Reconciliatlon Act of 1981 (P.L. 97-35). Senator
Hatch authored provisions so that funds
are allocated to states proportlonately, according to the number of eligible children,
and to require local evaluation of programs.
With the highest birth rates in the na·
tlon, Utah has a very high number of potentially eligible Head Start chlldren, as well
as an excellent group of child and fa~lly
scholars who can assist In providing
evaluations of local Head Start programs.
Legislator of the Year Award
• The U.S. Health Association gave
Senator Hatch Its Legislator of the Year
Award in 1978. Utah's variety of health institutions Includes the most efficiently run,
non-profit hospitals In the country as well
as some of the smallest. Their funding
base needed to be protected from a federal
establishment that could get jealous of our
state's health endowments success story.
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UNION MEMBERS FOR HATCH COMMITTEE
Richard Hofhine
Gary Duenas
Phil Kelly
Michael Leyba
Ronald Gregory
George Cuthbert

Hatch Says
We Must Provide Jobs

Tlm Simmons

Llewellyn Jenkins

"The workers here in Utah, as well as across our nation,
face problems," Hatch continued. "The most significant
thing that we can do is to create an economic environment
that will provide jobs for our unemployed workers.
"We are working to protect American industry from unfair foreign competition. When properly equipped and allow·
ed to work in an atmosphere free from over-regulation and
counter-productive taxation the American labor force is as
productive as any in the world.
"The working people are the backbone of Utah and the
Nation. Although these are rough times, our workers have
faith in the future. With that faith and determination, the
obstacles will be overcome."

"Our own unemployment rate In Utah
has bean rising, ganarallr because of
layoffs In mining and manufacturing.
In tact, between October of 1981 and
111 .. rcu .Ji" 1 G-&:r., ~,5,)C ~c ..:p;ci i: \i"~ •.;-,
were dlaplaced due to plant cloalnga
and major laroffa. The figures are
reallr overwhelmlng. I have Introduced the Dlaplaced Worker AeadJuat·
ment Act to tackle th la problem."
-SENATOAHllTCH

"American working men and women

don't alway• vote the way aome na·
tlonal union leader• nacaasarlly Ilka.
I'm the product of a working class
ha<"lr!!'roun~

and

my

Immediate

polltlcal and social circles are rtch In

what pollster• would probably call

working class citizens. Like many
other Utehne, they don't take orders
from tha AFL·CIO or any- other Wash·

lngton-baaed power."

-SENATOR HATCH
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

S~EILA

ANN COX, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

MEMORANDUM DECISION
CIVIL NO. C-82-9228

vs.

ORRIN HATCH, et al.,
Defendants.

The defendants' Motion to Dismiss came before the Court
on March 28, 1983.

Plaintiffs were represented by their counsel,

Brian M. Barnard, the defendants were represented by their
counsel, Robert S. Campbell, Jr.

The Court noted and was

advised by counsel for defendants that defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment had been withdrawn based upon the stipulation
of the parties that the "union newsletter" could be considered
by the Court in determining the defendants' Motion to Dismiss
for failure to state a cause of action.

The Court heard

aq!ument of counsel in supoort of their respective positions.
Following submission of the matter to the Court, the Court took
Li1e defendants' Motion under advisement to further consider the
>'eniorandum of Points and Authorities submitted by the parties,
~nd

to further consider the Court's entire file.

The Court has

COX, ET AL VS.
HATCH, ET AL

PAGE TWO

MEMORANDUM DECISION

now reviewed the legal authorities presented, and otherwise
being fully advised in the premises, enters the following
Memorandum Decision.
Based upon the parties stipulation that the "union
newsletter" can be considered in connection with tl-iis Motion
to Dismiss, the Court will do so, even though a consideration
of the total "union newsletter" goes beyond the pleadings to
some degree.

The Court notes, however,

that a portion of

the "union newsletter" was attached to the plaintiffs' Complaint
The photograph that appeared in the "union newsletter"
of which the plaintiffs complain constitutes an expression of
speech, in this case, "political speech".

To allow plaintiffs

to assert a cause of action based upon the photograph as it
was presented in this particular situation, would impose and
constitute a "chilling affect" on what must be under

constitutiona~

principles the closely guarded right of free speech, and
would severely limit a political candidate's right to free
political expression as constitutionally guaranteed.
A cause of action as plaintiffs attempt to assert in
this case would impinge upon the defendants' right of free
speech and therefore cannot be constitutionally condoned.
Accordingly, the Court determines that the defendants' Motion
to Dismiss should be granted on constitutional grounds alone,

[;!)>'.,

HITCll
u·1
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Id. VS.
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ET AL

MEMORANDUM DECISION

d the claims of abuse of identity, defamation or invasion
privacy espoused by the plaintiffs need not be addressed.
The plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a cause of

actiun upon which relief can be granted, and is therefore
dismissed as a matter of law.

Defendants' counsel is requested

to prepare an Order in accordance with this Decision, and
submit the same to the Court for consideration in accordance
with Rule 2.9 of the Rules of Practice in the District Courts
of the State of Utah.
Dated this

_,,,/

..::,

NSON, DISTRICT JUDGE

ATTEST

H. u:XO!'·! H!l\''.::> 1.EY
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"1EMORANDLT1'1 DECISION

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Memorandum Decision, postage prepaid, to the
/

following, this - - {) -day of April, 1983:
Brian M. Barnard
Attorney for Plaintiffs
214 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Robert S. Campbell, Jr.
Attorney for Defendants
310 South Main, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
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